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From TU Dresden

ServiceCenterStudium (SCS)
Contact point and guide for all questions about studying at TU Dresden
🪝 tu-dresden.de/scs
📞 +49 351 463-42000
✉️ servicecenter.studium@tu-dresden.de

International Office
Central contact point for international students on subjects related to their studies, e.g. application procedures, enrolment, stays abroad, leave of absence, etc.
🪝 tu-dresden.de/studium/vor-dem-studium/internationales

Link to information material of the International Office:
🪝 tu-dresden.de/studium/im-studium/beratung-und-service/akademisches-auslandsamt/public

--- International Office welcome brochure for international students
The brochure contains many offers for international students and contact persons and was developed in cooperation with the Studentenwerk Dresden. Some of them can also be found in this 🪝 document.

--- Café Lingua from Erasmus Student Network (ESN) and International Office
An international conversation programme for German and foreign students: Meet every Monday during the semester in a pub in Dresden-Neustadt, different languages are spoken.
🪝 esn-dresden.de/café%

--- Cultural Office at the International Office
Offers a varied cultural leisure programme, country-themed parties, international Christmas celebrations and information about cultural and language tandems.
🪝 tu-dresden.de/kultur
📍 office building Strehlener Str. (BSS), room 669, Strehlener Str. 22, 01069 Dresden
📞 +49 351 463-36127
✉️ kultur-aaa@tu-dresden.de
**German as a foreign language (DAF)**

The German as a foreign language course is open to all international students of the TU Dresden: free of charge within the framework of the language budget, online placement test must be taken.

 aç sprachausbildung.tu-dresden.de/templates/tyKursuebersicht.php?topic=spa_kursangebot&sprache=37

Contact: Monika Ruszó

📍 SE1, room 01,
📞 +49 351 463-40598
✉️ monika.ruszo@tu-dresden.de

**German as a foreign language meets MINT-Project**

Subject-specific German courses for international students for better (specialist) language skills during their studies.

 aç tu-dresden.de/deinstudienerfolg/fdm

Contact: Kathleen Oehmichen

📞 +49 351 463-40595
✉️ kathleen.oehmichen@tu-dresden.de

**Central Student Information and Counselling Service**

Supports all students of TU Dresden in the event of ambiguities and problems in all phases of their studies, e.g. individual counselling, group offers and webinars.

 aç tu-dresden.de/zsb/im-studium
📞 +49 351 463-42000
✉️ studienberatung@tu-dresden.de

— **Completing your studies successfully in Germany – Workshop for international students in German language**

In the workshop for international students, you can reflect on your strengths and resources in order to master your studies in Germany with confidence. Through discussions with other students, you develop possible strategies and expand your communicative skills for challenging situations in your studies and everyday life.

 aç tu-dresden.de/zsb/workshops

Contact: Ariunaa Ishig and Antonia Zacharias

📞 +49 351 463-36017
✉️ ariunaa.ishig@tu-dresden.de

— **Completing your studies successfully in Germany – Learning and empowerment group for international students in German language**

Together with other international students who are in a similar life situation as you, as well as with the support of the counsellors of the Central Student Information and Counselling Service, you can exchange ideas, study, prepare for your exams in the long term, actively use your German and improve it further in the monthly study sessions.

 aç tu-dresden.de/zsb/lerngruppen

Contact: Ariunaa Ishig and Antonia Zacharias

📞 +49 351 463-36017
✉️ ariunaa.ishig@tu-dresden.de

— **Study and writing groups for everyone**
Study and writing groups for all interested students are initiated and supported as part of a cooperation between the Central Student Information and Counselling Service and the Writing Center. If required, the groups are moderated at the beginning of the semester by the Central Student Information and Counselling Service and Writing Center staff. In this way, participants' concerns can be discussed and agreements can be made on how to work. Upon request, we can support the group on topics related to studying or writing and in improving cooperation. The participants can be inspired by the experiences of others, motivate and support each other, exchange ideas and get feedback on a regular basis and enjoy a sense of achievement together.

† tu-dresden.de/zsb/lerngruppen
Contact: Antonia Zacharias and Michael Rockstroh
📞 +49 351 463-33681
✉️ antonia.zacharias@tu-dresden.de

Academic Advisory Service

Offers advice and information on subject-specific and study-organisational questions, e.g. on lesson planning or the choice of specialisation in the faculties.

† tu-dresden.de/studium/im-studium/beratung-und-service/studienfachberatung

Tutor, Mentoring and Buddy Programmes

Mentoring at TU Dresden is intended to support our students from the start of their studies to the start of their careers. For international students, for example, there are specific programmes. The current programmes list can be accessed using the following link.

† tu-dresden.de/studium/im-studium/beratung-und-service/servicecenterstudium/mentoringprogramme

— The International Tutor Programme in the International Office
A programme to support international students before and during their studies: Help by experienced students (= tutors) for all international students (full-time/part-time students/exchange students) of TU Dresden, at least one tutor per faculty.

† tu-dresden.de/international/tutor
✉️ ruth-ulrike.deutschmann@tu-dresden.de

— Buddy International
The tutor programme for international students by students of the Faculty of Business and Economics.

† tu-dresden.de/bu/wirtschaft/studium/internationales/incoming-students/Buddy-International
✉️ buddyinternational@mailbox.tu-dresden.de

— Buddy Programme of the Faculty of Linguistics, Literature and Cultural Studies
The tutor programme for international students of the Faculty of Linguistics, Literature and Cultural Studies.

† tu-dresden.de/gsw/slk/studium/internationales/buddy-programm
Contact: Ulrike Kohn, Nadja Langhammer, Lisa Ferkinghoff
📞 +49 351 463-39455
✉️ erasmus.slk@mailbox.tu-dresden.de
Erasmus Student Network TU Dresden e.V.
ESN TU Dresden represents the interests of international students and strives to help them achieve the best possible study period in Dresden: Offers by students for students, contact persons for questions and problems that can also be reached outside office hours, platform for the exchange of experiences and information between people and cultures.

facebook.com/erasmus.dresden
esn-dresden.de

Career Service
Vocational guidance for international students and support through career entry offers throughout their studies and for up to one year after completing their studies at TU Dresden.

tu-dresden.de/career/international

Studi-SPRiNT Programme of Leonardo Office Saxony
The Studi-SPRiNT programme is aimed at all students of Engineering Sciences. The programme aims to improve study success and the career opportunities of both German and international students. The students acquire intercultural knowledge.

leo.tu-dresden.de/?page_id=1289
Contact: Katharina Gabel-Stransky
+49 351 463-32219
katharina.gabel-stransky@tu-dresden.de

we-care
Contact point in the event of discrimination, insult or threat.

we-care@tu-dresden.de

Courage: Know, See, Act!
The series of events, which aims to sensitise and empower students, lecturers and other members of the TU Dresden in dealing with discrimination, exclusion and racism with workshops, lectures, discussions and a cultural programme, will once again take place between August and December (2018). The series of events is organised by the Centre for Integration Studies of TU Dresden.

tu-dresden.de/courage
Contact: Dr. Karoline Oehme-Jüngling
+49 351 463-40628
karoline.oehme-juengling@tu-dresden.de
From Studentenwerk Dresden

www.study-dresden.com

Multilingual website on interesting facts about studying in Germany, in the Free State of Saxony and in the Saxon cities of Dresden, Zittau and Görlitz: useful links to all institutions and organisations.

⇒ study-dresden.com

Family and International Friends Programme (FiF)
The student project of the Studentenwerk Dresden would like to support students to make friends with Dresdeners and to get to know the culture of this city.

⇒ studentenwerk-dresden.de/internat/fif-family-international-friends.html

Contact: Theresa Manzke, Roy Schneider
✉ fif@studentenwerk-dresden.de

International Coffee Hour (ICH)
The tutor programme of the Studentenwerk Dresden arranges a meeting point for German and foreign students: get to know new people and cultures over coffee and cake, a varying programme with various themed afternoons and activities.

⇒ studentenwerk-dresden.de/internat/international-coffee-hour.html

Students4Students Hall of Residence Tutors
Contact to students from different countries who help with arriving in Germany and settling in: Contact persons for possible problems in the local halls of residence, individual support and integration of foreign students in the new environment.

⇒ studentenwerk-dresden.de/wohn/en/wohnheim-tutoren.html
✉ tutoren@wh.studentenwerk-dresden.de

Psychosocial Counselling Centre
Provides a list of foreign language psychotherapists and counselling on request.

⇒ studentenwerk-dresden.de/soziales/psychosoziale-beratung.html

From the city of Dresden

Legal Advice for International Persons in Search of Advice
Free orientation meetings with volunteer lawyers at fixed dates.

⇒ auslaenderrat.de/juristische-beratung

Police stations in Dresden

⇒ polizei.sachsen.de

In the event of xenophobic and racist attacks:
Contact:
📞 D. Wehmann: +49 351 2701
📞 D. Mathe: +49 351 2708
From other providers

AEGEE-Dresden e. V. European Students’ Forum
Buddy programme for international students and organisation of events, projects and training courses to promote friendships and cooperation between Europeans.

✉ aegee-dresden.org
✉ aegee-dresden.org/das-buddy-programm
✉ buddy@aegee-dresden.org

Note
This overview was prepared for a workshop of the Central Student Information and Counselling Service for international students as part of the PASST? Partnership – Successful Studies – TU Dresden. The aim is to provide useful information for the participants of the workshop. The offers are listed in order of importance, but also alphabetically for offers of equal importance. It is not necessarily a complete list. Please send any comments, additions or requests for changes to the email address: ariunaa.ishig@tu-dresden.de